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Case Resolution
Our goal is to provide Mrs Miller with up-to-date and accurate information about the use of bioidentical
hormones to address her desire to manage her menopausal symptoms and concerns about the myriad
of products that claim to address these symptoms. Because she may have pre-existing assumptions and
biases about different hormonal formulations, it is important to address her current beliefs and concerns
before providing information. Women, in particular, have been reported to be reluctant to discuss the use
of complementary or alternative therapies with their physicians.[17]

Clarifying Myths About Bioidentical Hormones
Some myths that should be addressed in a conversation about bioidentical hormones are[18]:
Myth: Bioidentical hormone therapy is natural and therefore superior to CHT. Fact: Hormones used
in bioidentical hormone therapy may be derived from plant products such as yams, but they need to be
commercially processed to become bioidentical and hence may not be "natural." Many FDA-approved
estrogen products including pills, patches, gels, sprays, and creams are, in fact, bioidentical products
that may be derived from equine or other sources. The term "bioidentical" is not synonymous with
"natural." "Bioidentical" refers to the structure of the product, whereas "natural" refers to its source and
processing.
Myth: Compounded bioidentical hormones are better than CHT. Fact: Compounding is simply a
process of mixing different hormonal preparations. Compounded therapies may consist of FDA-approved
as well as non-FDA-approved products. Compounded products cannot be individually FDA regulated
because of the variation in types and proportion of hormones in each product.
Myth: Custom compounding individualized to the patient using salivary hormone assessment is
superior to CHT because it mimics the patient's own natural hormone levels. Fact: Individualizing
hormonal therapy by monitoring hormone levels has not been shown to be efficacious. Salivary levels do
not necessarily reflect tissue levels and can depend on time of day, meal times, and dietary intake.
Women with similar salivary or serum levels of hormones may metabolize the hormones differently.
Hormone therapy should be individualized by symptom relief and side-effect profile and not laboratory
test results.

So How Does This Patient Conversation Go?
A technique called "beneficent persuasion"[19] engages the patient's existing framework of understanding
to encourage the best decisions for the long term. Among the strategies suggested are:
•

Vivid depictions: use of specific cases and stories to demonstrate another patient's story and outcomes;

•

Framing: explaining benefits first, then the risks, then repeating the benefits;

•

Regret: asking patients how they would feel if they missed an opportunity for the best treatment and
outcome; and

•

Refocusing: allowing patients to imagine positive outcomes and a better view of the future.
Another communication strategy is to adopt the cross-cultural care model, in which the clinician first
elicits the patient's health belief model and then negotiates and frames the suggested treatment
recommendation to fit into the patient's belief system.[20]
Patients often conceive of bioidenticals and compounded therapies as superior because they are
"natural" and "individualized." Our conversation with Mrs Miller could start with: "What is your
understanding of bioidentical hormone therapy compared with CHT?" This open question allows us to
address any misconceptions about superiority of commercially marketed bioidenticals or the meaning of
the term "natural" when applied to hormonal therapy. Next, we could turn to her treatment goal and ask:
"Which troublesome symptoms are you most concerned about?" This allows us to offer specific therapies
and to discuss the pros and cons of each. This could be followed by a discussion of risks and benefits of
CHT and the need for surveillance (lipid levels, blood pressure, breast cancer, colorectal cancer,
osteoporosis) as a good long-term preventive care strategy. Asking her about other unanswered
questions will help raise potential misconceptions about salivary hormone assays and the use of different
formulations of hormones. Explaining the underpinnings of the FDA approval process for hormonal
products may help to persuade her of the predictability and efficacy of FDA-approved bioidenticals
compared with non-FDA-approved products. The standard that should guide her is the seal of FDA
approval rather than the terms "bioidentical" or "custom compound." NAMS provides an excellent
summary of different types of FDA-approved hormonal therapies.[21]
Mrs Miller should also be encouraged to read and to do her own research and to bring in further
questions and concerns for future discussion before making an informed decision on her choice of
treatment for her symptoms. Treatment efficacy and monitoring should be based on symptom control and
side-effect profile.
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